Helping Netsuite customers choose the right ERP platform to support the future of their growing businesses

The challenge

Outgrowing NetSuite?
You’re not alone. Many NetSuite clients find themselves evaluating a re-platform due to business growth, globalization and the demand for process efficiencies. Key drivers:

Global Business Growth
- **International expansion**: Multi GAAP, Dual Ledgers, Stat reporting Fx and Compliance
- **Business model expansion**: Complex Products & Services; Billing & Revenue Recognition

Process Improvement
- **Eliminate silos**: Reduce niche systems with integrated end-to-end processes
- **Line of sight**: Financial & Operational data visibility; Exception based reporting; Master data integrity

Platform Scale
- **Stay current**: Eliminate historical Netsuite customization and legacy version issues
- **Transaction volumes**: Eliminate artificial transaction volume limitations
- **Integration architecture**: Increase flexibility & performance
- **Modular-based expansion**: Future-proofing ERP with capabilities and emerging tech for to-be state

Our solution

ERP Strategy - Fit for Growth
PwC can help to assess NetSuite viability through an ERP confirmed-fit assessment. Includes: **Target Operating Model** business alignment and ERP short-list; demonstration of differentiating ERP capabilities & user stories; application integration architecture roadmap

CFO

“Complying with Multi GAAP and addressing Global needs is difficult due to **limited functionality** in Netsuite”

CIO

“Billing/Invoicing is a meticulous process. NetSuite lead to cash capabilities are not scalable for complex processing and creates performance issues”

CAO

“Absence of a well-defined and properly segmented COA is leading to a large quantity of manual effort and impact on reporting performance”
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